This paper proposes improved methods for remotely operating orbital structures comprising connected flexible plates using real-time estimation. First, a hinge-connected plate model is introduced and a method of conducting estimation of dynamic behavior for operational spacecraft is defined. Then, a model-reduction method, which can be applied to targets with large-deformation behavior, is discussed. The proposed method is compared with the conventional one in terms of calculation cost and approximate accuracy. Next, an online parameter-identification method, that deals with the amplitude dependence of orbital flexible structures, is explained. A random decrement method is introduced to extract the natural vibration from the time history under the assumption of a random or environmental noise force. Using the extracted history, dynamic parameters are identified using an eigen system realization algorithm. Finally, these improved methods are introduced to the estimation system and a verification experiment is conducted using a ground experiment set that is representative of an extendable plate structure.
Nomenclature

C
: damping property matrices : motion from rigid rotation caused by a large deformation (which is expressed as rigid rotation movement) S : small deformation
Introduction
Recently, spacecraft have tended to incorporate more flexible structures to fulfill stringent performance requirements. For instance, deployable solar-array paddles and communication antennas are commonly used to construct large-area structures in orbit with limited launching capacities. However, these structures decrease the satellite's stiffness, thus making its dynamic movement more complex and increasing the number of uncertain conditions related to its structures. For example, the Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) developed by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) lost all functionality at 6 months after launching because of a large unexpected strain on its large flexible solar-array paddle. Referring to the missioninvestigation report, 1) the lesson learned from this incident is that there is a limit to the extent that system problems in orbit with conducting ground experiments and numerical simulations. Conversely, the report also noted that signs were missed in the telemetry data obtained before the incident and that teleoperation methods for analyzing real-time data concerning spacecraft conditions must be developed in the future.
Real-time dynamics-estimation system for teleoperation
We have been studying a monitoring and conditionestimation method using an online dynamics simulator to improve the teleoperation of a flexible spacecraft.
2-3) Figure 1 shows an estimation system and a procedure for providing estimation data to a ground operator. The advantage of this approach is that the spacecraft does not need to directly transfer or process a large amount of data concerning the shapes of flexible structures but only needs to transfer relatively simple sensor data such as thermal input from sun light. This advantage is enabled by an online simulation that models the target's flexible structure and simulates dynamics. Through a development of the method, we conclude that the following steps are needed to realize the estimation system:  Model tuning to reuse a dynamics model generated during the spacecraft's development phase,  Virtual telemetry generation to reconstruct limited sensor data into distributed physical values. Methods of achieving these steps have been proposed in previous studies, and an estimation system that was used to estimate to the thermal snap monitoring and archive the required performances of Earth observation satellites has been developed.
Problems in the model-tuning step of the estimation system
The issue of effectively improving remote operation of the flexible spacecraft using the proposed estimation system has yet to be addressed. The most effective application of the estimated value is in the generation of control commands based on the value. However, two problems remain unsolved in the model-tuning step for the estimation system. The first is applicability to the target, which will cause a large deformation. In a previous study, 2) the model-reduction process was undertaken using the general Guyan static modelreduction method. The previous developed step achieved an adequate calculation rate for low-frequency operations such as avoidance and monitoring of thermal snap, but not for highfrequency ones such as vibration-suppression control, as the approximation errors increased dramatically, especially, over large deformation areas. Here "large deformation" means a deformation lager than about 0.02% of simulation target's representative size. To conduct real-time estimation for highfrequency operation, a revised model-reduction method that works effectively under the condition in which large deformation is needed.
One of the model-reduction methods that is applicable to large-deformation structures was proposed by Honke et al. The method expresses flexible structures using two-node elements and can easily be applied to a general problem. However, to the best of the author's knowledge, no research has yet been performed on applying the method to flexible spacecraft. Therefore, the method is applied to flexible spacecraft in this study and is evaluated.
The second problem is with adjusting the dynamic parameters. The previous studies assumed that a sufficiently accurate model with identified dynamic parameters has been prepared through ground experiments or simulations during development. Conversely, in practice, the parameters are insufficiently matched to the real state, especially, if used through model reduction. There have been cases in which system-identification experiments for on-orbit flexible space structure were conducted. Yamaguchi et al. 4) proposed a system-identification method for large flexible spacecraft known as the Engineering Test Satellite VI using an accelerometer sensor and impulse input from the thruster; and Hagiwara et al. [5] [6] conducted a 20-N maneuvering test to identify the dynamic parameters of an Earth observation satellite. These studies succeeding in identifying the dynamic parameters of on-orbit flexible structures; however, some studies have reported that vibration occurring on flexible structures changes their dynamic parameters in a characteristic manner depending on the vibration's amplitude. Therefore, parameters obtained by thrusting experiments do not match smaller or more common vibrations in spacecraft's lifetime such as thermal snap. To obtain dynamic parameters that are matched to these small vibrations, system identification should be conducted under a small force-input environment. However, system identification using small vibration is difficult because natural vibration will not clearly appear in the data.
Therefore, a revised model-reduction method applicable to structures with large-deformation behavior is explained first. Then, the identification method is applied to a plate-structure model using the model's constraint conditions. Next, an online parameter-identification method for flexible spacecraft causing small vibration is introduced. A random decrement (RD) method is introduced to extract a natural vibration from an ambient vibration. Using the extracted natural vibration data, the dynamic parameters are identified using the eigen system realization algorithm (ERA). Finally, these improved methods are introduced to the estimation system, and a verification experiment is conducted using a ground experiment set that is representative of the extendable plate structure.
Target Structure of This Study
In this section, we define the target structure that is used in the subsequent discussion. Various types of flexible structures have recently been introduced to spacecraft, of which one of the most widely used is a "plate-connected-type" structure. An (©JAXA) and (b) the planned SSPS structure 7) . As can be seen from these images, plate-connected-type structures are widely used in space development. example of such a structure that is based on the solar-array paddle of an Earth-observation satellite that we studied in previous work is labeled in Fig. 2(a) , and we also consider the currently proposed combined structures for a space solar power system (SSPS) (Fig. 2(b) ). These SSPS structures essentially use thin-membrane sheets as their main parts in the proposed plans. However, almost all of the proposed SSPS structures use trusses or beams to connect the elementary units with each other to construct a final form. Therefore, we assume that these structures are capable of being treated in the same way as the connected plates. In addition, we also consider roll-file-type solar-array paddles. Fig. 3 . The "hinge-connected plate" model.
Finally, a "hinge-connected plate" model is defined for simulations based on its plate-connected-type structure. Figure  3 shows an outline of this model, which comprises three parameters: a hinge element, a plate element, and boundary conditions. When the target structure is sufficiently small compared with its stiffness, a rigid plate model with linear hinge properties can be used. This type of modeling is often used even now and works well in most cases. However, our previous studies revealed that large-scale targets like the solararray paddles of Earth-observation satellites do not necessarily move as simulation models do. In these cases, a detailed model using mesh and nonlinear properties is needed to obtain the required simulation accuracy. This study mainly discusses a mesh model of a complex-shaped plate with a nonlinear hinge property, because this gives our results the largest range of application to practical spacecraft development.
Model Reduction for Large-deformation Structures
An outline of the real-time dynamics-estimation system developed in the previous study is indicated in Fig. 4 . The system comprises model tuning, a virtual telemetry generator, and an online dynamics simulator. In the previous work, we applied a model-reduction method based on the static reduction method of Guyan 8) to a highaccuracy model that assumed model deformation to be limited to a small range. The fundamental concept of the Guyan's method is that it divides matrices in the FEM equation of ��� � ������ like Eq. (1):
Then, the reduced stiffness and mass matrices are presented in Eq. (2) �
Using the reduced matrices, the total calculation time can be shortened.
In this study, an alternative model-reduction method capable of dealing with large deformation using two-node elements is introduced as below. The equation of motion for focused dynamics with both linear and nonlinear elements can be written according to Honke's method 9) as follows:
Here u can be divided into two elements, u R and u S . The separation of the degrees of freedom is used in Guyan's method and chosen based on an analysis of the telemetry data. Assigning the u value and eliminating the zero value caused by the model's restraint condition, the equation of motion can be written as Eq. (4):
For the equation of motion, Guyan's method is applied as Eq. (5): 
where the position of a node is �̂� � �� � 0 0 0� � .
From the equation, a new reduced MK matrix can be obtained.
The �� � � � ��̂� � ��̂�� � � � � � � � � � � �� � term indicates a nonlinear damping matrix, C, with linearization at each step, and the correction force is derived for largedeformation analysis.
Here we check the performance of the new model-reduction method. We prepare a hinge-connected plates model developed using MSC software's Patran based on data from a previous study. This original model has 8,200 nodes and the simulation time step is set to 0.02 sec. The time-transient dynamics simulation is conducted for a simple natural vibration with an initial tip force. Figures 5 and 6 show the verification results. The maximum simulation errors of the values calculated by the original model are shown in Fig. 5 . This figure indicates that the proposed method has advantages over the previous one and that it suppresses the increase in error when a much stronger model reduction is conducted. Figure 6 shows the change in calculation time with variation in the number of nodes. Because of the newly added equation, the calculation time of the proposed method is not reduced compared with that of the previous one; however, with 820 nodes, it achieves a calculation time of under 0.02 sec, which qualifies as real-time simulation.
With these results, we conclude that the proposed method is capable of improving the simulation accuracy under a reduced model because the maximum error was improved by 34% with a calculation-time increase of only 3.2%. Our developed vibration-suppression system for flexible space structures in past studies required an error of less than 10% and a frequency of more than 50 Hz to ensure stability in real use, the results satisfy the requirement for higher-frequency operation. 
Parameter Identification for an Operational Spacecraft
Nakashima et al. 10) indicated that the dynamic responses of flexible structures can change if there are condition difference between the identification experiment and real physical phenomenon. The problem is almost time in an operation is not suffered by large force such as orbit transition but small forces like thermal stress. Therefore, a new method using a force input that is similar to the one applied under real operation is needed. However, small-force conditions do not cause sufficiently large dynamic behavior for parameters to be identified from the data with sensor noise.
For this reason, a parameter-identification technique using a random-decrement (RD) method [11] [12] and the ERA 13) for flexible spacecraft is proposed in this study. The ERA method can identify a property matrix using minimal realization based on impulse or natural vibration responses. The method uses a natural vibration history as input. Then, the RD method is used to prepare these inputs from the data, which suffer random vibration caused by unintended source of experimenter. This RD method is often used in research on earthquakes or health diagnostics of buildings in these days, and it is possible to identify parameters using micro-random vibration caused by humans, cars, and the like. During the parameter-identification phase, data collection is conducted under the assumption that the micro-vibration is caused by forced vibration from a white-noise external force combined with natural vibration, as in Eq. (7):
���� � ���� � ���� (7) Through the RD method, the partial vibration history can be clipped from broad histories. This clipping is performed by the local maximum or minimum of the vibration history, as in Eq. (8):
where m i is the time offset from the broad vibration history. The history of natural vibration can be obtained from the multiple-lapping of micro-vibration history, as in Eq. (9):
From these procedures, random noise can be canceled-out. Based on Tamura et al., 14) the number of vibration superpositions should be above 1,000 to reduce error to acceptable tolerances. In the case of an Earth-observation satellite's solar-array paddle, vibration has a frequency of about 0.1-1 Hz. Therefore, 16-160 min are needed to collect enough data for initial operation.
In general, time history samples are cut from data based on the following conditions:
� � ��� � �.
(10) For application to flexible spacecraft, the amplitudedependence of the dynamic parameters should be of concern during sample acquisition. In this study, an amplitude ranking is added and a condition is indicated in Eq. (11) is used.
� � ��� � � ∪ ���� � � ����� .
(11) where the second term in Eq. (11) indicates a condition that the amplitude of vibration history is in some range.
To verify this performance, procedures are checked with data obtained from the solar-array paddle of JAXA's Greenhouse gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT). An RD wave is generated using data that is obtained during normal operation. Figure 7 and Table 1 indicate an acquisition condition of sample data for the verification. Figure 8 shows the reconstructed natural vibration, and Table 2 shows an identification result for the dynamic parameters of the out-of-plane vibration modes. Comparison with the measured data from a thermal snap experiment shows that error is present in the findings. In the table, Hagiwara's identification results are also shown as a conventional method for comparison. The result shows that the proposed method can identify the parameters more accurately, especially for the first mode, which is significantly affected by flexibility.
These parameters are set to simulator of thermal snap, which was developed in previous study, and check whether the parameter identification is improved. Figure 9 shows the result of the thermal snap analysis. From the result, dynamic parameters identified by the proposed method improve the accuracy of the simulation, especially for the damping factor. Figure 10 shows a detailed flowchart of the estimation system. Orange boxes indicate the processes used by the proposed method. The flowchart starts from the dynamics model developed during a satellite's development phase or during environmental verification. Then, the model reduction and online parameter identification are conducted during an initial checkout. The parameters identified by the real-time dynamics model are obtained from the results of these phases. Subsequently, the estimation system commences operation.
Verification Experiment for the Estimation System
Using the estimation system, a performance-verification test is conducted using a ground experimental facility. Figure 11 shows an outline of the experiment. In this experiment, a 2D structure consisting of two plates is prepared for simplicity. Two strain gauges are attached to generate virtual telemetry, and another two are used for evaluation. The laserdisplacement meter is also used to measure the deformation of the plates. In the experiment, the initial displacement is added to the plate tip and then removed at the start time. Figures 12 and 13 show results. Figure 12 indicates the vibration estimated by the proposed (red) and conventional (green) methods. The blue line is an answer (correct) value measured by a laser-displacement meter for the purposes of evaluation. From the result, the proposed method is found to improve accuracy, even if the parameters are rough at the initial state. Figure 13 shows the calculation time throughout a whole simulation step. All values are below 0.02 sec and in excess of 50 Hz which is needed to conduct a vibration suppress control for the thermal snap with our system. 11 . Outline of the experimental facility. With causing vibration by initial offset, and generate telemetry data using strain gauge. The value of deformation was measured by a laser-displacement meter. 
Conclusion
In this paper, improved methods for real-time dynamics estimation of operational spacecraft were discussed, with the aim of allowing large spacecraft to be operated more effectively and safely.
First, a model-reduction method applicable to structures with large-deformation behavior was discussed. This method was applied to a hinge-connected plate model using the model's constraint conditions. The method was verified using the dynamics model, proving that the accuracy was significantly improved with a smaller increase in calculation time than that of the method used in previous studies.
Next, an online parameter-identification method was presented. The RD method was introduced to extract natural vibration history from the time history under the assumption of a random-noise force for an operational flexible spacecraft. Using the extracted history, dynamic parameters were identified using the ERA. This method was verified using real data from JAXA's Earth-observation satellite and compared with the conventional method using a large-impulse input. Then, identified parameters were applied to a dynamics simulation, and the estimated result was found to represent an improvement over the parameters obtained by the conventional method.
Finally, these improved methods were introduced to an estimation system and a verification experiment was conducted using a ground experiment set that was representative of an extendable plate structure. The results showed that the estimation errors were suppressed and that the calculation frequency was higher than 50 Hz, which is the value that is needed to suppress vibration.
